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THANK YOU TO ALL
OUR SPONSORS

BRICK
WORK
association of brickwork contractors

JUDGES
JOE MORRIS, HEAD JUDGE
Founding Director, Duggan Morris Architects

JONATHAN DAWES
Associate, Cottrell & Vermeulen Architecture

ALEX GORDON

ALEXIS HARRISON
Associate, ARUP

TOM MCGUIRE
Managing Director, Grangewood Brickwork Services

DAVID COLE-ADAMS

Associate Director, Jestico + Whiles

Former Master, Worshipful Company of Tylers and
Bricklayers

LUKE TOZER

MICHAEL DRIVER

Director, Pitman Tozer Architects

ALEX ELY
Principal, Mæ

Architect and Affiliated Lecturer, University of Cambridge

MICHAEL HAMMETT
Author and former Senior Architect, Brick Development
Association

ANDREW TAYLOR
Director (Head of Planning), Countryside Properties
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WELCOME

We are delighted to
showcase the exemplary clay
brick architecture celebrated
by the Brick Awards 2017.
This Winners’ Brochure provides a summary of
winning projects and their significant contributors,
including architects, brickwork contractors, clients
and brick manufacturers. Alongside the beautiful
imagery you will find some insight into the judges’
impression of each winning project and the merits
that led them to achieve such an accolade.
To find out more about the Brick Awards visit
www.brick.org.uk/brick-awards
We hope that our many guests enjoyed the
ceremony and encourage you all to enter your
projects in to the Brick Awards 2018. It is thanks to
our members and our sponsors that such an event
is possible. We thank also everyone who attended
and gave so generously to this year’s Awards
Charity, the Jericho Foundation.
To find out more about the charity’s important
work visit www.jericho.org.uk
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WE’RE BUILT TO MAKE
YOUR BUSINESS BETTER.

OUR CORE STRENGTHS
Excellent service delivery
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive UK coverage
State-of-the-art fleet
Flexible capability
Enhanced productivity and
reduced complexity

Offsite fabrication and
consolidation centres

World class health and safety
and regulatory compliance
• Industry leading best in class approach
• Full FORS / Crossrail and other compliance
• CLOCS champion

Environmental efficiency
• Product consolidation reduces the final
mile movements and associated fuel costs
• Vehicle innovation to maximise payload

Maximum cost efficiencies
• Competitive rates
• Minimise stock loss
• Removal of need to invest in expensive
equipment
• Distribution network capable of reducing cost
per tonne

Real added value
• Our experience allows our customers to
become more innovative, efficient and effective

LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR OF CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS IN THE UK

Why not talk to Wincanton?

Call: 0844 335 0502
or go to www.wincanton.co.uk/markets/construction
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SPONSORED BY

SUPREME AWARD WINNER

SOUTH GARDENS
Location: London
Architect/Designer: Maccreanor Lavington
Brick: Michelmersh : Freshfield Lane Lindfield, Lights, Darks and Firsts Ibstock :
White Engobe with Engles Baksteen Mystique Wienerberger: Terca Black Glazed

The scale of this development is carefully
broken down and knits in with the
surrounding streets, some of which are
low rise.
The level of refinement in the detailed
execution of the facades, coupled with

Brickwork Contractor: Lee Marley Brickwork Ltd

the landscape treatment is exemplary.
The choice of bricks is well made, with
numerous types and colours providing
interest throughout while linking in both
with the existing surrounding Victorian
context and that of the emerging
redevelopment.

The quality of the brickwork is exceptional
on what must have been a difficult project,
given the variety of detail within the
elevational design. The result is a high
quality of finish throughout and a calming
and well landscaped environment in which
to live. Superb quality.
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INDIVIDUAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

PENNYCROFT
Location: Buckinghamshire

Architect/Designer: Napier Clarke Architects

Brick: Bovingdon : Bespoke Mix of Light, Red and Wycombe

Brickwork Contractor: CNR Carpentry and Brickwork

This is a building in which brick has been
carefully chosen and thoughtfully detailed
to respect the local character and produce
a modern ‘arts and crafts’ building of real
quality and interest. The emphasis put on
craftsmanship shines through.

pleasing street aspect. There is a
distinctive brick colouration in Great
Missenden and while the bricks are not
matched to those existing, great care has
been taken to provide the degree of subtle
variation in the colouring.

Replacing the former house, the new
building’s relocation further forward
enhances the site, allowing for a more

The reinvention of the arts and crafts
typology and the desire not just to meet
the client’s requirements but to provide

an uncomplicated plan form has led to
an original planning solution, which is
much admired.
The client and her family are delighted
with their new home, which they feel
gives them all they wished for and has
the flexibility to adapt in the future as the
children grow.
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SPONSORED BY

INDIVIDUAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

MODERN DETACHED
Location: Hertfordshire

Architect/Designer: Coffey Architects

Brick: WH Collier : Anglian Light Grey

Brickwork Contractor: Conamar

The use of brickwork both within and
without has done much to enhance the
quality of this project.

A nice piece of design, which is
uncompromisingly modern and a creative
response to the brief, is a pleasing addition
to the neighbourhood.

The quality of brickwork is good,
particularly given the use of handmade
bricks and the detailing of the projecting
fins, which has been cleverly handled.

The palette of materials used here
resonate with those of the immediate
environment and it is nice to see the
brickwork taken inside the building to
provide some much needed warmth.
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UMBRA SAWTOOTH

WHY WE’RE LEADING THE WAY...

19 factories across
the UK with the largest
clay reserves.

Innovative products including
Umbra, Fireborn, Linear, Tilebrick,
Brickshield and Elementix.

The widest range of bricks in
the UK, including true handmade
bricks, as well as excellent specials
manufacturing capabilities.

Sustainability is part of
our DNA. Our bricks travel
just 62 miles on average.

Dedicated Design and
Technical teams offering
advice on all of our products.

A business committed to
continuous improvement
in all areas.

Get in touch to find out how our products can
make the Ibstock difference to your next project.
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THE UK’S MARKET LEADER IN

BRICK MANUFACTURE

Visit www.ibstock.com or call 0844 800 4575
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SMALL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT (UP TO 25 UNITS)

BARRETT’S GROVE
Location: London

Architect/Designer: Amin Taha Architects

Brick: Ibstock : Birtley Old English Buff

Brickwork Contractor: ECORE

The development is innovative in its use of
brickwork and its material expression.
The architects have worked hard to avoid
the ubiquitous use of stretcher bond and
deliberately expressed the skin as a non
load-bearing element, making use of wide
and regular joints, further expressing this
contemporary application. The level of
creative design thought and understanding

of the of construction process and cost
is second-to-none and illustrative of
an architect acutely aware of the wider
construction/development profession.
The site potential has been well realised
and the building’s form well justified in the
context. The choice of brick and the blend/
perforated technique work well across wall
and roof and add just enough variation to

the façade. The quality of the brickwork
is very good, with the simplicity of the
end result belying the level of experience
and careful design thought that have
gone into it. The choice of brick, the use
of perforation and the highly innovative
expression of the external skin all combine
well to create a building which is far
greater than the sum of its parts.

S
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Proud Sponsor
of the Brick Awards 2017

Shortlisted in Education Building
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create@forterra.co.uk

Sheffield Hallam University - Bond Bryan Architects - Dark Multi Smooth
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Proud
Suppliers
to the
Construction
Industry
Forterra are the people responsible for developing the
broadest range of manufactured masonry materials in the UK
construction sector, with some of the industry’s most innovative
and recognisable brands, including London Brick, Ecostock,
Butterley, Cradley, Red Bank, Thermalite, Conbloc, Bison Precast,
Jetfloor and Formpave. Product development is at the very
heart of what we do and our extensive range covers all your
requirements, from initial groundwork through to finished build.

create@forterra.co.uk
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LARGE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT (ABOVE 25 UNITS)

SOUTH GARDENS
Location: London
Architect/Designer: Maccreanor Lavington
Brick: Michelmersh : Freshfield Lane Lindfield, Lights, Darks and Firsts Ibstock :
White Engobe with Engles Baksteen Mystique Wienerberger: Terca Black Glazed

This is an estate regeneration project of
fine resolution from an architect at the top
of their game creating high density homes
with a real sense of place.
The high quality of detail design and
construction, carried through from macro
to micro scale is to be applauded.

BRICK WINNERS A4 working.indd 13

Brickwork Contractor: Lee Marley Brickwork Ltd

The development provides high density
housing while simultaneously creating
high quality external amenity spaces.
Semi-public/private zones in front of
home entrances are well resolved
and create privacy for residents while
positively enhancing the streetscene.
The relationship of the development
with the surrounding area is positive,

demonstrating rich variety and interest
through changes in scale, appearance,
detail and materiality.
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LARGE HOUSE BUILDER

BARRATT LONDON
BLACKFRIARS CIRCUS AND WATERSIDE PARK

Location: London
Architect/Designer: Maccreanor Lavington
Brick (Blackfriars): Ibstock : Facade Beek | Water Struck Garda | Water Struck
Sevan/St Joris | Brown Glazed | White Blend Colour | Green Glazed
Brick (Waterside Park): Wienerberger : Platinum White

Brickwork Contractor: Eastlon Brickwork

Blackfriars Circus is exceptional. The
massing cleverly responds to its setting
and seems to fit well into the scale of
the street.

sound urban planning. The brickwork is the
best part of the scheme with glazed brick
lining the street and characterful specials
above doorways and windows.

Two large apartment blocks facing
Blackfriars Road are stately and beautifully
detailed, with winter gardens, which are a
clever way to address amenity space on a
busy road. The development demonstrates

Waterside Park is a good quality
development with consideration of scaling
to prevent overshadowing. The layout of
the apartments facing the park are well
considered and have full width balconies

that take advantage of the full aspect. The
brickwork, which includes deep window
reveals, brick parapet, considered details
such as hit and miss brick and banding
of glazed brick elements all meets
the expectations of the ‘new London
vernacular’.

L
B
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YOUR
EXPERIENCE
OUR QUALITY
PRODUCTS
& SUPPORT

Thermally Broken Lintels

Catnic’s new Thermally Broken
Lintel range represents the
biggest game changer in
steel lintel engineering for a
generation. The most energy
efficient steel lintel solution
on the market.

Together we’ll build it better
For hints, tips and advice visit: facebook.com/builditbetter
or visit: www.catnic.com/TBL

A Tata Steel Enterprise

Lintels / SSR2 Roofing & Cladding / Plasterbead & Mesh
Builders Metalwork / Steelwork / Loadsafe / Juliet Balconies
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URBAN REGENERATION PROJECT

DUJARDIN MEWS
Location: Enfield

Architect/Designer: Karakusevic Carson Architects | Maccreanor Lavington

Brick: Michelmersh : Freshfield Lane

Brickwork Contractor: City Brickwork

The project demonstrates how forward
thinking Local Authorities can provide
existing communities with much needed
council housing in the local area, as part
of a regeneration programme within a
‘low value’ part of London, rather than
displacing them further afield.

It is an example how simple legible streets
can be created using houses and flats, to
transform people’s lives with high quality
places. The project also demonstrates
how two architects can work together to
overcome planning and site constraints to
create a harmonious and consistent new
piece of city.

The project has been described as that
which ‘council housing can and should be’.

Tel

ww
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inspired
ARCHITECTURE

Tel: 0844 931 0022

www.mbhplc.co.uk
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URBAN REGENERATION PROJECT

TIMEKEEPERS SQUARE
Location: Manchester

Architect/Designer: Buttress

Brick: Wienerberger : Forum Smoked Branco

Brickwork Contractor: John Turner Construction

A most attractive development. The
houses of Timekeepers Square have
a distinctive high quality appearance
complemented by public pedestrian
walkways that are also very refined with
formal planting, handsome paving, public
sculpture and retained, mature trees.

The site has been well integrated into the
local street pattern and existing access,
respecting existing buildings, maintaining
and enhancing important views. The
uncompromisingly modern design
draws on the proportion and massing
characteristics of local Georgian terraced
houses. High quality design and material is
evident throughout and the choice of brick
effective regarding colour and texture in

particular. Consistently good workmanship
throughout has resulted in a very
attractive development that appears to be
appreciated by residents and surrounding
community.
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SPONSORED BY

COMMERCIAL BUILDING

VICTORIA GATE ARCADE
Location: Leeds

Architect/Designer: Acme Architects

Brick: Ketley : Staffordshire Red

Brickwork Contractor: Thorp Precast Ltd

The development has successfully
achieved an individuality within the
context of the city centre.

The highly modelled brick clad panels
are the major feature to three external
elevations of the department. The
intricacy of the project is impressive
and the cladding very well detailed, with
great attention given to the suppression
of appearance of the joints that are
necessarily present between panels.

The red smooth facing brick is a good
choice and its hard, precise form suits
the application very well. The overall
appearance is intriguing and exciting.

19
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With an unrivalled
range you can
always trust us to
have the masonry
product you need.

BUILD YOUR
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Experts in masonry
products
SIG Construction Accessories is the UK’s leading supplier of construction
and civil engineering accessories, specialising in Masonry products and
their application.
SIG Construction Accessories have dedicated Masonry Centres, where
masonry customers can now receive a more specialist service from a
highly trained and experienced team.
Customers can also benefit from a free masonry estimating service which
involves taking off quantities and the scheduling of the masonry products
on building projects, leavin you more time to concentrate on securing
even more jobs, with fast and accurate estimates on hand from SIG
Construction Accessories!
With over 10,000 products, huge warehousing and distribution capacity,
nationwide locations and expert contractor support, no one’s better placed
to supply everything you need.
You need SIG Construction Accessories.

For details of your local branch, call

0800 183 2770 or visit www.sig-ca.co.uk

STEEL CHANNEL

D YOUR NAME ON US
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MASONRYIIREINFORCMENT

DPC SYSTEM | FRAME CRAMPS
WALL TIES | SLIDING ANCHORS
WINDPOSTS | HEAD RESTRAINTS
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PUBLIC BUILDING

CHESTER STORYHOUSE
Location: Chester

Architect/Designer: Bennetts Associates

Brick: Furness : Chester Storyhouse

Brickwork Contractor: PLF LTD

The architecture of a 1930s Art Deco
cinema has been the springboard for a
vibrant and dynamic new public building in
the city of Chester.
With its major extension housing a new
theatre the complex is an inspirational
entertainment centre. Although
a substantial addition, it does not
compromise the significant street presence

of the former building. The brick for the
new structure has been chosen to match
the colour and texture of the original ones.
Internally the spaces flow well between
the original building and the extension.
The realisation of the reordered spaces
is most impressive providing versatile
and inviting spaces. The composition of
the building is really elegant and the bold

mass of glass and brick elements give the
building a real presence. The premises
offer an imaginative centre for arts and
entertainment and deserves great success.

22
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Experience our service, knowledge
and quality products today

www.grayson-gb.com
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EDUCATION BUILDING

SHEFFIELD HALLAM
UNIVERSITY
Location: Sheffield

Architect/Designer: Bond Bryan Architects

Brick: Forterra : Dark Multi Smooth

Brickwork Contractor: Limetree Building Ltd

The locale inspired the design of this
building - the grid pattern of narrow
streets suggested the atrium and
prevalent smooth red brick called for a
match. Both concepts have been enhanced
to great effect, producing a building of
exceptional quality.
The project demonstrates great versatility
for teaching and study. Perimeter teaching
spaces above first floor level are faced with

translucent cast glass cladding which is
the principal feature of the Arundel Street
frontage. At right angles to that elevation
the ground level slopes down and facing
brickwork become a key component of the
building and its context on the other three
elevations. The colour and texture of the
chosen brick has been selected to match
those qualities of the facing bricks of the
neighbouring older buildings. Particular

care and liaison with the manufacturer
was established to ensure consistency
of colour throughout production of the
standard bricks and the large quantity of
special shaped bricks used in decorative
bond patterns that form striking textural
features to selected areas of the
elevations. Similar care and attention
was exercised in bricklaying and a high
standard of craftsmanship is evident.

24
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The UK’s Market Leading
Brick Supplier and Stockist
Bricks, blocks, cladding systems,
architectural masonry, stone, pavers,
roofing products and more.

The Brickability group:
Matching Brick, Brick Services, BrickLink and PlanSure

Visit our website
brickability.co.uk
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REFURBISHMENT PROJECT

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY MAIN
SITE TOWER & PFC
Location: Belfast

Architect/Designer: TODD Architects Ltd

Brick: Wienerberger: Lincoln Red

Brickwork Contractor: Felix O’Hare

An ambitious project which has been
successful in enhancing the site and
providing a range of accommodation. The
aim to replace a concrete clad building
within a brick courtyard at the heart of the
University has been achieved. The new
building sits well within its surroundings.
The project relied on stripping back the
existing 1960’s building to the concrete

frame, manipulating the frame and
refitting walls, floors, stairs, lifts, services
and the external skin. This has fully
realised the potential of the site and the
choice of brick has embedded the building
within its surroundings. Good brickwork
is evident despite the restraint imposed
by an existing structure not designed for
‘brick’ cladding.

The University was interested in a longterm solution that would benefit them in
the future, thus sustainability has been
an integral consideration. The University
seems confident that not only has the
functional brief been satisfied but also that
the main courtyard of the University has
been enhanced.

26
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SPONSORED BY

INNOVATIVE USE OF BRICK AND CLAY PRODUCTS

VICTORIA GATE ARCADE
Location: London

Architect/Designer: Acme Architects

Brick: Ketley : Staffordshire Red

Brickwork Contractor: Thorp Precast Ltd

The project featured an innovative
approach to 3D mould technology, and the
use of BIM throughout the entire design
and manufacturing process.
With a building of this scale and complexity,
3D software was used to plot and place
every individual brick, of which there were
approximately 360,000 in total across 550
precast panels. The exacting nature of

the decorative forms has been very well
constructed in a factory environment
and the consistency of workmanship and
appearance within and between the panels
is excellent.
It is accepted that such ambitious
decorative brickwork would be very
difficult to achieve by traditional bricklaying
methods on site, particularly under the

constraint of time and weather conditions
expected on a building site. However,
this project demonstrates that factory
conditions of assembling brickwork and
marrying with techniques of reinforcement
to produce brick faced precast reinforced
concrete panels, can overcome practical
difficulties of on-site bricklaying and make
some elaborate concepts feasible.
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OUTDOOR SPACE

WEST CROYDON BUS STATION
Location: Croydon

Architect/Designer: Bus Infrastructure, London Bus Services Ltd

Brick: Ibstock : Birtley Olde English Linear

Brickwork Contractor: AVV Solutions Ltd

The new bus station is a robust and
interesting take on the merging of building
and landscape elements. The building
takes material cues from the adjacent
church with relief brickwork.
The building is modest in scale, friendly
and inviting, which is unusual for a building
of this kind and in this urban context. The
combination of differing elements is well

executed: canopy, structure, furniture,
planting, seating, services, lighting are
all carefully considered as part of one
cohesive element to soften the overall
impact and break the building down into
a manageable human scale. The level
of coordination is high. The response to
the brief and level of ambition should be
acknowledged as it differs from the usual
response.

The choice of materials is good and offers
a restrained but warm palette of brickwork
and complementary materials. While
brickwork is not the central element of the
project it is used carefully in combination
with other materials to provide a robust
framework with which all other elements
interact. This is a highly accomplished,
exemplary project.
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THE BRICK
DEVELOPMENT
ASSOCIATION PROVIDES
FREE TECHNICAL
ADVICE TO EVERYONE
WHO WORKS WITH
OR IS INTERESTED IN
UK-MANUFACTURED
CLAY BRICK.

To access our body of knowledge online and
download our helpful technical publications,
please visit www.brick.org.uk/technical
31
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Strong ties
in construction

ACS Stainless Steel Fixings are one of the largest and well
established manufacturers of Structural Building Components in
Europe. We have earned an enviable reputation for acting faster,
working smarter, and exceeding all expectations. Our ability to
deliver is matched only by the exceptional quality of our products,
our expertise and our highly competitive edge.
With regional offices in Leeds, London, Glasgow and Taunton
and backed by a series of approved specialist stockists, ACS
remain your local global experts.

National Sales: 0844 850 0860
www.acsstainless.com
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CRAFTSMANSHIP

LADY MARGARET HALL
Location: Oxford

Architect/Designer: John Simpson Architects

Brick: Ibstock : Grosvenor Light Red

Brickwork Contractor: Lee Marley Brickwork Ltd

The development sits easily within the
College making a positive contribution
to the whole. The college now has a fine
building, which has fitted seamlessly into
its surroundings. The choice of brick and
its combination with the stone is just right
for this context.

The workmanship is first class. The brick
is laid with care and precision and the
combination with the stone is well handled.
The college seems very pleased with this
important addition to their building stock.
This building is built for the long-term
and likely still to deliver its benefits years
from now.

In summary, the project represents
and well crafted and beautiful addition to
the school.
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Building with Bricks?

Count on our support

Masonry Support | Technical Support | Industry Support

Proud Sponsor of the
2017 Specialist Brickwork Contractor Award
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0114 275 5224 | www.ancon.co.uk
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SPECIALIST BRICKWORK CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR

LEE MARLEY BRICKWORK LTD
Project One: Lady Margaret Hall

Project Two: South Gardens

Architect: John Simpson Architects

Architect: Maccreanor Lavington

Brick: Ibstock Grosvenor Light Red

Brick: Michelmersh Freshfield Lane Lindfield, Lights Darks and Firsts
Ibstock: White Engobe with Engles Baksteen Mystique
Wienerberger: Terca Black Glazed

Both schemes submitted by Lee Marley
Brickwork work well and fit into their
context effortlessly. Their work, in the
words of the judge, represents ‘brickwork
par excellence’.

Training is closely monitored against an
agreed plan for each apprentice and the
company clearly understands the benefits
both to itself and its clients in nurturing the
workforce. Close involvement with training
providers is clear. This is a company that
takes its responsibilities seriously and
hence produces work that has quality as
its reward.

Presenting a full and thorough set
of documents, Lee Marley clearly
evidences robust policy and means of
checking compliance.
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ARCHITECTS’ CHOICE

MEWS HOUSE
Location: London

Architect/Designer: Russell Jones

Brick: Wienerberger : Marziale

Brickwork Contractor: DF Keane Builders & Contractors

This is a project of great maturity and
sophistication. The apparent simplicity of
this compact but light-filled home belie
the considered level of creativity required
to achieve this high level of design
quality and finish. Far greater than the
sum of its parts.

The project brief has been well fulfilled;
providing a light and calming home with a
high level of finish throughout affording it
a special quality. This is to be applauded
on what is a speculative development. The
level of client satisfaction would appear
to be very high. The planner is also happy
with the highly positive impact on its
emerging context.

Voted for by architectural students to
seasoned architects, the Architects’
Choice Award is presented to that
which epitomizes exceptional clay
brick architecture as considered by the
professional community.
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Precast

Brickwork Components

Chimneys

Eco-Products

Feature Headers

Glazed Bricks

Cut and Bond

Arches

Engraving Service

Special Shapes

Fastwall

Ibstock Kevington
is the UK’s largest
brickwork special
shape and masonry
fabrication company
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CNC Cutting

Umbra

Underslung Soffits

Nexus®

Brick Slips, Masonry Cutting & BrickTile

With 16 manufacturing sites across
the country, our nationwide coverage
ensures that we can supply the products
you need quickly and cost effectively
supported by an experienced
technical and design service.

Call 0844 736 0350 or email
ikspecials@ibstock.co.uk
today to find out how you
can create a building
with standout.

www.ibstock.com/kevington
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WORLDWIDE PROJECT

THE OLD CHURCH OF
VILANOVA DE LA BARCA
Location: Spain

Brickwork Contractor: UTE Construccions Jaen Vallés - Urcotex Inmobiliaria

Architect/Designer: AleaOlea architecture & landscape

A 13th century Gothic building that was
partially demolished in 1936, the church
had been in a general state of ruin since.
The project recovers the ancient church
and restores its original appearance while
transforming the old structure in to a new
multi-purpose hall.
The project establishes a new brick façade
based on a latticework texture and a new

gabled Arab tile roof. The entire system is
conceived as a new architectural ceramic
shell that is gently supported over the
remains of the ancient walls. The outer
façade rises hermetic and opaque, with
no windows, as a textured background
that reproduces the wrinkled, dense and
irregular texture of the stone ashlars
of the ancient church, advocating for a
visual continuity and integration with the

original fabric. On the other hand, the inner
façade is designed with a white perforated
brick which reinforces the contrast and
discontinuity. From the outside, the
perception of the old church is restored,
whereas in the inside, the building
preserves the atmosphere of rest and
introspection of the original sacred space.
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JUDGES COMMENDATIONS

WORLDWIDE PROJECT
CAMPUS HALL, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK
Location: Denmark
Architect/Designer: C.F. Møller Architects
Brickwork Contractor: Hansson og Knudsen

WORLDWIDE PROJECT
GARDEN HALLS
Location: London
Architect/Designer: tp bennett | Maccreanor Lavington
Brickwork Contractor: Thorp Precast Ltd.

URBAN REGENERATION PROJECT
VICTORIA GATE ARCADE
Location: Leeds
Brick: Ketley : Staffordshire Red
Architect/Designer: Acme Architects
Brickwork Contractor: Thorp Precast Ltd

SMALL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT (UP TO 25 UNITS)
SALESIAN HOUSE
Location: London
Brick: Michelmersh : Selected Dark | Danehill Yellow | Lindfield Yellow Multi
Architect/Designer: MSMR Architects
Brickwork Contractor: Rooff Ltd

REFURBISHMENT PROJECT
BRIGHTON COLLEGE
Location: Brighton
Brick: Michelmersh : Hathern Terra Cotta
Architect/Designer: Richard Griffiths Architects
Brickwork Contractor: The Flintwall Company
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PUBLIC BUILDING
WEST CROYDON BUS STATION
Location: Croydon
Brick: Ibstock : Birtley Olde English Linear - 327 x 50mm
Architect/Designer: Bus Infrastructure, London Bus Services Ltd
Brickwork Contractor: AVV Solutions Ltd

INNOVATIVE USE OF BRICK AND CLAY PRODUCTS
BARRETT’S GROVE
Location: London
Brick: Ibstock : Birtley Old English Buff
Architect/Designer: Amin Taha Architects
Brickwork Contractor: ECORE

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
MARKS & SPENCER FOODHALL
Location: Northallerton
Brick: Ibstock : Olde English Buff
Architect/Designer: GT3 Architects
Brickwork Contractor: Fairway Contractors

EDUCATION BUILDING
ABINGDON SCHOOL - YANG SCIENCE CENTRE
Location: Abingdon
Brick: Michelmersh : Hampshire Stock Downs Blend
Architect/Designer: Hopkins Architects
Brickwork Contractor: Kingerlee

LARGE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT (ABOVE 25 UNITS)
ALDGATE PLACE
Location: London
Brick: Wienerberger : Pagus Grey Black
Architect/Designer: Allies and Morrison
Brickwork Contractor: Eastlon Brickwork ltd
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MEMBERS

IBSTOCK
0844 800 4575
www.ibstock.com

FORTERRA
0330 123 1017
www.forterra.co.uk

WIENERBERGER
0161 491 8200
www.wienerberger.co.uk

MICHELMERSH BRICK HOLDINGS PLC
0844 931 0022
www.mbhplc.co.uk

NORTHCOT BRICK
0800 038 9575
www.northcotbrick.co.uk

KETLEY BRICK COMPANY LTD
01384 78361
www.ketley-brick.co.uk

THE YORK HANDMADE BRICK COMPANY
01347 838881
www.yorkhandmade.co.uk
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BULMER BRICK & TILE CO LTD
01787 269232
www.bulmerbrickandtile.co.uk

COLEFORD BRICK & TILE
01594 822160
www.colefordbrick.co.uk

W H COLLIER LTD
01206 210301
www.whcollier.co.uk

MATCLAD
01978 291133
www.matclad.co.uk

H G MATTHEWS
01494 758212
www.hgmatthews.com

RAEBURN BRICKS
01698 828888
www.raeburnbrick.co.uk

FURNESS BRICK
01229 462411
www.furnessbrick.co.uk
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Designed by BroadgateCreative.co.uk
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